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Lemanik Thoughts  

Income generation during different phases: 

active and niche strategies may help!  

- 18 September 2020 - 

Have you ever tried to summarize all the unprecedented events that we 

experienced during the first nine months of this “crazy” year? A pandemic was immediately followed 

by lockdowns of all the economies and societies of the world. These two events triggered record 

drops among all asset classes and market segments. The drawdowns have been, if it is true, 

overcome thanks to never-seen-before programs of interventions by governments and central 

banks. These interventions lead in turn to new historical records of equity indexes, which have surged 

in couple with traditional safe-heaven assets. In which ways may an investor generate income within 

such a landscape? Are there feasible ways? 

We have asked Paolo Rossi, the Head of Business Development and Product Specialist for Switzerland 

and Germany of Lemanik Invest SA, if he could share with us some beliefs and thoughts about the 

current environment and which role could be played by a fund boutique like Lemanik Invest SA.  

Paolo has more than 20 years of experience in the asset management industry. He started his career 

on the portfolio management side, first in a fixed-income desk and then in the asset allocation and 

fund selection team of different asset management companies. He then moved on the product and 

business development side where he strongly believes that a technical background is really 

important to understand today’s investor needs and support them in their general decision making 

and product evaluation process. 

Paolo, we know that Lemanik Invest is specialized in “active, niche strategies”, could you spend 

some words on the meaning of this?  

Lemanik Invest is a fund boutique. As such it is in my opinion crucial to offer investors access to 

investment strategies that can contribute differently to their portfolios’ performances. Lemanik Invest 

decided to be really focused on active and niche investment strategies instead of mainstream ones.  

Active because our funds are reflecting the real convictions of the Portfolio Manager, who focuses 

exclusively on the portfolio management activity for 3rd party investors and niche because most of 

the proposed strategies are investing in non-core markets or non-core market segments. In addition 

to that we manage also unconstrained long/short investment strategies such as Global Macro or 

Alternative Credit. 

Fixed-Income represent a key component in the investors’ portfolios. Which kind of solutions can a 

“niche player” like Lemanik Invest offer in this area? 

Investors need once again to generate feasible income for the bond portion of their portfolios. A 

niche player is in a very interesting position thanks to its relative small size in terms of overall AUM: it 

could access efficiently in markets and markets’ segments that are smaller in size and therefore 

difficult to access for the biggest asset managers. To do that you need to have very skilled Portfolio 

Managers with a high degree of experience and specialization in that niche fields. 
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Lemanik Invest presents four different solutions for fixed-income portfolios that combine core vs non-

core markets and plain vanilla or more sophisticated investment strategies. 

You talked about fixed-income strategies, may you summarize the evolution of the fixed income 

environment during this “sui generis” year? 

As you know this year could potentially be described as a “crazy” year for fixed income markets in 

general and for credit in particular. With the explosion of the Covid-19 crisis we saw a huge and 

violent spread widening movement that brought the spread at the maximum levels after the Lehman 

default but with a big difference. The same movement happened in a couple of weeks while in 

2007/2008 it took 1.5 years. The crash impacted furthermore pretty much all of the sectors because 

of the lockdown. The result was that there was no time to accumulate coupons in the portfolios and 

that there were no “safe heaven”. Furthermore the yield curve inverted hurting the short-term and 

ultra-short term part of the curve much more that the medium-long term one. All this led to deep 

double digit drawdowns across sectors, geographies and along all the credit curve. After that we 

saw unprecedented stimulus put in place both by government and by central banks that allowed a 

strong recovery in credit markets and the full reopening of the primary market.  

Today we are in a situation where credit spreads, in particular in the “core” markets like Europe and 

US, are still tight. There are at the same time other areas of the markets offering interesting yield pick-

ups that in our opinion more than compensate the underlying risks. We have seen the usual 

mechanism still in place: big drawdowns, risk aversion spiking, higher quality and safer credit rallying 

(also supported by the huge interventions) immediately while other areas lagging because investors 

start lately to see opportunities there. All this has happened since the end of March and today we 

are still seeing areas that offer reasonable yield pick-ups that more than compensate in our opinion 

the underlying risks. 

What are the key factors that an investor should now take into consideration when he takes 

investment decisions within his fixed income portfolio? 

The golden rule that every investor should follow is in theory very simple and straightforward: invest 

where the expected return will more than compensate the expected risks. A key parameter that is 

traditionally linking risks and returns is the risk aversion of the investor that measures how much return 

an investor wants to obtain to take one unit of risk. This parameter is not constant across time and 

across asset classes because it could be linked to different aspects of risk: price oscillation risk 

(volatility), default (credit risk), liquidity, complexity, country, currency. These are only a few examples 

of different risk dimensions.  

We have seen many times that there is a time when this risk aversion rises so much that the implicit 

risks embedded in market valuations are overstated. Take for example the implied default probability 

that is a function of, among others, credit spreads. You can find really huge differences between 

markets that are overestimating the real underlying risks. 

We are living in an environment where authorities exhibited strong willingness to support credit and 

avoid a freeze in the credit market. This was a real risk during the month of March. In this environment 

investors shouldn’t ignore this support that is generating again a huge moral hazard trade but at the 

same time they have to be aware that all the risks cannot be deleted. They should then build different 

exposures in their portfolios through niche and active investment strategies to benefit from different 

sources of returns that could improve the risk/return profile of their portfolios such as non-core fixed 

income markets or alternative investment strategies. 
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Since the investment decisions are taken by human beings, you may expect some biases during the 

process. What are the most common decisional mistakes, or non-rational behavior, you personally 

face in dealing with investors? 

Take for example fixed income and in particular credit: there can be moments when the above 

mentioned risk aversion is so high that, even with higher risks, the expected returns (that are somehow 

reflected in the yields) are really attractive. But given that investors are experiencing large 

drawdowns they tend to avoid to take investment decisions and are relying on safer havens. This is 

absolutely correct and reasonable in the first phases of a volatility spiking market environment. I think 

that the bias emerges when the situation stabilizes but investors do not take risks when they are well 

remunerated and they wait until the same risks are not appropriately remunerated. It is like acting 

following a logic that is contrarian to that of investments. 

What do you think? Are there possibilities to smooth these biases within a portfolio? 

We think these biases can be smoothed thanks to appropriate products that exhibit decorrelation or 

risk-smoothing properties without adding too much complexity or illiquidity. A strong and transparent 

educational role should be furthermore played by the asset managers’ community that should 

correctly describe all the properties of their managed strategies. I like to use the term “properties” 

and not the classical “risk and returns” because it is important that investors understand which role a 

proposed strategy could play in their portfolio and what the typical returns’ pattern of a strategy is. 

This is something that we always do with our investors when we discuss and present our investment 

strategies. 

 

Paolo Rossi 


